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Fleet accident management provider Crash Brokers Ltd has been named winner of
the 2009 Innovation of the Year in the prestigious General Insurance Industry
Awards.
Other finalists included global corporations NZI and McLarens Young assessing. The shock announcement was made at
the recent annual Gala Dinner to a capacity crowd that included the who’s-who of the insurance world. The judging panel
particularly recognised Crash Brokers’ passion for extraordinary customer service and the unique value that the service
provides for customers and the insurance sector.
Founding director Karen Knight said, “We’re surprised and absolutely delighted with the win and the recognition this award
provides. This is an enormous achievement for us and really vindicates five years of hard work and dedication”.
Knights explained that independent accident management is a new concept for New Zealand. She said it’s taken time to
educate the market that professional accident management is a smarter way for companies and drivers to deal with the
logistics of car accidents and repairs. “The kiwi DIY approach to running around after an accident, dealing with
panelbeaters, organising replacement vehicles and working in an information vacuum is very inefficient. Our services
changes all that, and the best part is there’s no extra charge to the customer or insurer.”
Many of New Zealand’s top insurance brokers use the service for their clients. For this reason, Crash Brokers recently
switched to the trading name Crash Management Services to facilitate closer working relationships with the insurance
sector and to eliminate any client confusion over the nature of the service.
Crash Management also serves customers direct on the toll-free number 0800 2CRASH so access is available to all drivers
as there is no service contract or registration process. This ensures 24/7 nationwide assistance for all drivers involved in
accidents, whether vehicles are company or privately owned, or leased. Crash Management is a unique resource and a
premium service that saves customers and insurers time, stress and money – three more very good reasons for the
outstanding success with Innovation of the Year.
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